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Abstract Prediction markets have been shown to be a useful tool for forecasting the
outcome of future events by aggregating public opinion about the event’s outcome. In
this paper, we investigate an important aspect of prediction markets - the effect of
different information related parameters on the behavior of the traders in the market.
We have developed a multi-agent based system that incorporates different informationrelated aspects including the arrival rate of information, the reliability of information,
the penetration or accessibility of information among the different trades and the perception or impact of information by the traders. We have also performed extensive
simulations of our agent-based prediction market for analyzing the effect of information
related parameters on the traders’ behaviors expressed through their trading prices.
Our results provide a better understanding of the effect of information on the operation
of prediction markets and on the strategies used by the prediction market’s traders.
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1 Introduction

Over the past few years prediction markets have emerged as an effective mechanism
to predict the possible outcome of popular events such as presidential elections, performance of movies at the box office, outcome of sporting events, etc. A prediction
market consists of human traders that bet their money on the possible future outcome
of real-world events. The amount of money betted by a trader on a particular event
depends on the trader’s current belief about the outcome of the event. The aggregate
value of the monetary bets made by different traders on an event dynamically determines the price of future bets related to the event. Prediction markets are considered
to be an efficient aggregation mechanism for public opinion on the event because the
dynamic price fluctuations of the bets related to an event is claimed to be an indicator
of the public opinion or belief about the outcome of the event. Prediction markets
were initially introduced as social research tools for aggregating the opinions of a large
number of people on the future outcome of imminent events. The following success of
prediction markets as an effective aggregator of public opinion has led to their adoption
in various domains ranging from academic research1 to commercial betting markets for
popular events such as sporting events and Hollywood movies2,3 and predicting the
performance or sales of products by software companies4 . Recently, several researchers
have also attempted to understand and explain the behavior of prediction markets by
building analytical models5,6,7,8,9 . In addition to these approaches, the effect of information on prediction markets is another crucial factor that affects the behavior of
the traders in the market. Information about an event that the traders receive affects
their belief values about the outcome of an event, influences the prices corresponding to the event and finally determines the outcome of the event. Therefore, it makes
sense to analyze the behavior of the traders in response to different information-related
parameters in a prediction market.
In this paper, we have developed an agent-based prediction market consisting of
multiple events and multiple trading agents. The multi-agent implementation of a prediction market allows us to easily analyze and verify the trading agents’ behavior while
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varying different market and agent related internal parameters of the prediction market, as well as external parameters related to the information about events arriving
at the market. To build our multi-agent system, we have used modeling parameters
obtained from various sources such as existing analytical models of financial markets,
empirical evidence and data from real prediction markets, and agent utility and belief theory. We have used our multi-agent prediction market to analyze the effect of
different information-related aspects including the arrival rate of the information, the
reliability of the information, the penetration or accessibility of the information among
the different trades and the perception or impact of the information by the traders.
We have provided extensive empirical results using data sets from the Iowa Electronic
Marketplace to understand how different values of information-related parameters impact the belief values and utilities of trading agents. We have also compared the utility
maximizing strategy used by the trading agents in our prediction market with another
pricing strategy used in prediction markets called zero intelligence (ZI) and showed that
agents are able to set prices more accurately and obtain higher utilities when they use
the available market information in the form of past prices, consider their own risk attitudes, and consider the impact of information about an event while setting their prices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin by describing previous work on
prediction markets in Section 2. We then describe the operation of a prediction market
using software agents in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the performance of our agentbased prediction market on data obtained from the Iowa Electronic Marketplace1 and
shows the effect of various market-based and agent-based parameters on the prediction
market and on the trading agents’ behavior. In Section 5 we discuss and interpret our
results, and, finally, in section 6 we conclude.

2 Related Work
Prediction markets were started in 1988 at the Iowa Electronic Marketplace1 to investigate whether betting on the outcome of geo-political events (e.g. outcome of presidential
elections, possible outcome of international political or military crises, etc.) using real
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money could elicit more accurate information about the event’s outcome than regular
polls. Following the success of prediction markets in eliciting information about events’
outcomes, several other prediction markets have been started that trade on events using either real or virtual money. For example, the Hollywood Stock Exchange3 is used
to predict performance of movies at the box-office, Tradesports10 is mostly used to
predict the outcome of sports related events, while BetFair2 is used to predict the outcome of sports or finance-related events. Recently, several companies such as Google4
and Yahoo’s Yootles11 ran prediction markets to analyze different technology trends
such as information processing practices in organizations and product management
strategies. Wolfers and Zitzewitz give an excellent overview of prediction markets12 .
Continuous double auctions (CDA) have been used most frequently as a model for
analyzing prediction markets12 . In one of the earliest attempts at analyzing prediction
markets, Manski8 had a negative result showing that the predictions of event outcomes made in prediction markets do not closely correspond to the actual probability
beliefs of the traders in the market unless the probability is near either 0 or 1. However,
Gjerstad7 extended Manski’s model to show that predictions are typically very close to
the mean belief of the traders in the market if the distribution of beliefs is smooth and
risk aversion is modeled into the traders’ behavior. Wolfers and Zitzewitz9 have shown
that prices of binary prediction markets are closely related to the actual frequencies of
events in the real world. Feigenbaum6 and Chen5 have modeled the prediction market
as a Shapley-Shubik market game and theoretically analyzed the aggregation function
and convergence in prediction markets. Chen et. al.13 characterized the uncertainty
of market participants’ private information by incorporating aggregate uncertainty in
their market model. However, both these models consider traders that are risk-neutral,
myopic and truthful. Hanson14 developed a market scoring rule that is used to reward
traders for making and improving a prediction about the outcome of an event. He
further showed how any proper scoring rule can serve as an automated market maker.
Hanson15 used market scoring rules in combinatorial information markets, where a
probability distribution over all combinations of values of many variables is estimated.
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Dimitrov and Sami16 have also studied the effect of non-myopic revelations by trading
agents in a prediction market and concluded that myopic strategies are almost never
optimal in the market with the non-myopic traders and there is a need for discounting.
Recently, researchers have started using software agent mediators in prediction markets. Das17 studied the effect of specialized agents called market-makers which behave
as intermediaries to absorb price shocks in the market. Das empirically studied different
market-making strategies and concludes that a heuristic strategy that adds a random
value to zero-profit market-makers improves the profits in the markets. Othman18 used
Manski’s model of prediction markets8 and analyzed trading agents’ belief functions.
He concluded that zero-intelligence agents can perform comparably with agents having
more sophisticated behavior.

Most of the previous work on prediction markets provides theoretical models for
the behavior of the human traders in a prediction market and analyzes the effect of
those behaviors on the market. Our objective in this paper is to obtain insights into the
behavior of traders in a prediction market in response to different parameters related
to the information arriving at the prediction market. To achieve this, we use software trading agents to model the human traders in a prediction market. The behavior
pattern of these trading agents are modeled using human trading patterns observed
in financial markets. We develop an analytical model of our agent-based prediction
market including different market-related parameters that affect the behavior of the
trading agents. To analyze the behavior of our agent-based prediction market, we have
performed extensive empirical simulations to quantify the effect of information-related
parameters on the prices predicted by our trading agents and on the utilities received
by them. We have also compared the results from our agent-based market with those
obtained in the Iowa Electronic Marketplace while using data sets corresponding to
the same events in both markets. Finally, we have compared the utility maximizing
strategy used by our agents with a zero-intelligence (ZI) strategy that has been used
formerly for strategic pricing in prediction markets.
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3 Prediction Market Preliminaries

A prediction market is run by a company such as BetFair2 or an institution such as
the University of Iowa1 and consists of a set of N traders and a set of E future events
whose outcome has not yet been determined. Each event e ∈ E is created on day de,0 ,
lasts for a duration or lifetime of τe days, and the event’s outcome is determined at the
end of its lifetime. The outcome of each event e ∈ E is considered as a binary variable
with the outcome being 1 if the event happens and the outcome being 0 if it does not.
Each event e is associated with an information set Ie,d on day d which accumulates
over time as new information about the event emerges from sources external to the
market. The expected probability that an event e ∈ E will happen (that is, e will
have an outcome = 1) at the end of its duration varies dynamically as new information
about the event becomes available to the market and as the traders update their beliefs
about the outcome of an event. A security is a contract related to a specific event in
the prediction market between the traders and the company or institution that runs
the prediction market. Securities can be purchased or sold by traders at any time
during the lifetime of the security’s event. A single event can have multiple securities
associated with it. Traders can purchase or sell one or more of the securities for each
event at a time. The traders that hold a security when the lifetime of its associated
event ends receive a payment based on the outcome of the event.
The market clearing rules of a prediction market are similar to the continuous
double auction(CDA) protocol. Each event e is associated with two prices in the market
buy
- a bid price πe,d
at which traders can purchase a security of the event and a ask price
sell
πe,d
at which traders can sell a security of the event during day d. Both of these prices

are normalized to the range of [0, 1] and traders calculate the current market price of
an event e during day d, πe,d , as the average of the current bid and ask prices of the
buy
sell
+ πe,d
event during the day. That is, πe,d = 0.5 × (πe,d
). Traders then interpret the

current market price πe,d for the event e on day d as the expected probability of the
event e happening (that is, its outcome being 1).
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A trader n ∈ N observes the information set Ie,d associated with event e on day
d and decides to place an order to buy the security associated with event e at a price
buy
sell
πn,e,d
or to sell the security associated with event e at a price πn,e,d
. A market order

for trading a security contains the identifier and number of units of the security the
trader wishes to buy or sell. Market orders are executed instantly in the market, but
buy
sell
the price of πn,e,d
(for purchase orders) or πn,e,d
(for sell orders) is not guaranteed to

trader n for buying or selling the security. Instead, if a trader wishes to purchase the
buy
security, it has to pay a price of πe,d
, corresponding to the maximum price that has

been offered by any trader for purchasing a security related to the event during the day
buy
buy
buy
d. πe,d
is called the bid (buy) price of the event and is given by πe,d
= maxn∈N πn,e,d
.
sell
Similarly, when a trader wishes to sell the security, it has to pay a price of πe,d
, where
sell
sell
sell
πe,d
= minn∈N πn,e,d
. πe,d
is called the ask (sell) price of the event and corresponds

to the minimum price that a trader has offered for selling a security related to the event
during day d. In contrast to market orders, traders could also place limit orders where
the orders are entered into the order book. Each limit order contains the the identifier
and number of units of the security the trader wishes to buy or sell, along with the
price at which it wishes to buy or sell. The order book is arranged in ascending order
of sell prices and descending order of buy prices of securities. A trade is made for those
securities for which the buy prices are greater than the sell prices and the number of
units is less than or equal to number of units offered for sell. Traders are allowed to
either buy or sell (but not both) securities corresponding to an event during a day. The
difference between the bid and ask prices of an event during a day is called the event’s
spread for that day. The company running the prediction market usually absorbs this
spread. Without loss of generality, we only consider market orders in our agent-based
prediction market.

A security expires when the event e associated with it happens at the end of the
event’s duration τe . At this point the outcome of the event has just been determined
and all traders are notified of the event’s outcome. The traders that currently hold the
security then get paid $1 if the event happens with an outcome of 1, or, they do not
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Market
N
E
H
πe,d
sell
πe,d
buy
πe,d
τe
System
ρ
ζi,e
P oisson(λe )
D
Agent
wn,d
un,d
θn
Beta(α, β)
bn,e,d
µn,e,d
rn,e
qn,e,d
Qn,e,d
an,e

Parameters
Number of trading agents in the market
Number of events in the market
Number of past days in history
Current market price of the event e during day d
Ask price of the event e on day d
Bid price of the event e on day d
Event e’s duration
Parameters
Rate of a new event generation
Impact factor of new information i about an event e
of the security for an event e
Poisson distribution with a new information arrival rate λe for an event e
Number of days over which the prediction market runs
Parameters
Wealth level of trading agent n on day d
Trading agent n’s utility on day d
Risk coefficient of agent n
Belief beta-distribution parameters
Belief of trading agent n about event e on day d
Agent n’s weight factor in its beliefs for event e on day d
Agent n’s information reliability for event e
Actual quantity of securities for an event e which agent n holds on day d
Optimum quantity of securities for an event e which agent n needs to hold
to maximize its utility during day d
Agent n’s information availability for event e

Table 1 Parameters used in our agent-based prediction market.

get paid anything and lose the money they had spent on buying the security if the
event happens with an outcome of 0.
A prediction market lasts for D days, starting on day d = d0 and ending on day
d = dD−1 . On each day, a trader makes a decision to buy some securities related to
ongoing events in the market, or to sell or hold some of the securities the trader has
already purchased.

3.1 Agent-based Prediction Market
We have used a multi-agent prediction market to analyze its behavior in response to
different market parameters and trader behavior. In our prediction market, each human
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trader is modeled as a software agent called a trading agent that embodies the behavior
of a human trader. The different parameters used in our prediction market to define
the market characteristics and specify the trading agents behavior are shown in Table
1 and described below.
We assume that events are generated in our prediction market at a rate ρ, where
ρ follows a uniform distribution. New information about an event arrives at discrete
points in time during the lifetime of the event. Following a study of information arrival
in stock markets19 , we assume that the rate at which new event information arrives
follows a Poisson distribution with a rate parameter of λe .

3.1.1 Trading Agents: Functionality and Parameters
One of the most important parameters in a prediction market is the perception of the
probability of occurrence of an event by the human traders. This parameter affects
the dynamic values of the prices of securities corresponding to the different events in
the market as well as the quantities of different securities each trader buys or sells.
To model the perception of event occurrence probabilities, each trading agent n in our
prediction market uses a private belief bn,e ∈ [0, 1] that corresponds to the probability that the event e will occur with an outcome = 1. Existing models of prediction
markets7,8,18 have empirically verified that this belief value is drawn from a Beta distribution. Following these studies, we have assumed in our prediction market that a
trading agent n’s initial belief about the outcome of an event being 1 is drawn independently from a continuous beta distribution Beta(α, β), where α and β are positive
shape parameters that determine the shape and skew of the beta distribution’s curve.
There are two cases when the belief of an agent is dynamically updated. First case is
when the market price changes and the second case is when a new information about
the event becomes available to the trading agent. For the first case, the belief update
function used by our trading agents is based on Gjerstad’s prediction market model7
where, during each day, every time a market price of the security for an event e changes,
trading agent n updates its beliefs as a weighted sum of the event e’s observed market
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prices during that day and its own beliefs using the belief update Equation 1.

bn,e ← µn,e,d · bn,e + (1 − µn,e,d ) · πe,d ,

(1)

where πe,d denotes the current market price of the security for event e during day d,
bn,e is the belief of agent n for event e, and µn,e,d ∈ (0, 1) is agent n’s belief weight
factor9 that represents the confidence of agent n in its current belief value about the
outcome of an event e. At the end of each day, agent n finds out whether its buy or
sell order for that day was executed or not and updates its belief weight factor using
the equation:

µn,e,d


 U [0.5, 1] , if buy/sell order executed;
=
 U [0, 0.5] , if buy/sell order wasn’t executed.

This ensures that if the buy/sell order was executed (not executed) an agent gives
a higher (lower) preference to its own previous belief value while updating its belief
using Equation 1. The second case of the belief update is discussed in Section 3.1.3
after we introduce the information modeling in our prediction market.
3.1.2 Dynamic Information Modeling in Prediction Markets
Empirical data from real prediction markets such as the Iowa Electronic Marketplace1
show that the belief value of trading agents for an event e is significantly affected by
new information that arrives in the market. Therefore, it makes sense to incorporate
the effect of new information while updating agents’ belief values. However, previous
prediction market models and Equation 1 do not consider the effect of new event
information on the belief values of a trading agent. To address this deficit, we have
introduced a second step in the update of belief values that uses new parameters in
our prediction market, as described below:
a. Information impact parameter ζi,e : In a prediction market, the price of the security
related to an event is changed by the traders every time new information about
the event becomes available. Also, different information about an event result in
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different degrees of price change of the security20 . We have incorporated the effect of
new information on the prices in the prediction market using an information impact
parameter ζi,e ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] for information i related to event e. Larger values of ζi,e
indicate high-impact information or unexpected news related to an event, which
significantly affects the price of security related to the event. Smaller values of ζi,e
indicate a normal-impact or low-impact information. These correspond to expected
news about an event and don’t affect prices significantly.
b. Information reliability parameter rn,e : Previous research on online financial markets21
have shown that different people rely on the new information in the market to different degrees and that an information reliability parameter can be used to represent
the level of agent n’s reliance on information regarding event e. Following a study
on the relation between trust and risk reported by Molm et al.22 , we consider that
the risk coefficient of an agent is affected by the reliability it associates with new
information related to events. To model this, we have introduced an information
reliability parameter, rn,e of an agent n for an event e. If a trading agent is a
risk-taker, then its reliability parameter is high (rn,e ∈ U [0.5, 1.0]), if it is riskneutral, then rn,e = 0.5, and if it is risk-averse, then its reliability parameter is
low (rn,e ∈ U [0, 0.5)). Thus, new information about an event e is perceived by the
trading agents with different amounts of information reliability. Human traders in
prediction markets have also been reported to dynamically update their reliability
on event information, albeit by a small amount23 . To model this behavior, the trading agents in our prediction market dynamically update the reliability parameter
at the end of each day using the following equation:



U [0, 0.5]



rn,e,d =






0.5

, if θn,e,d > 0;
, if θn,e,d = 0;

U [0.5, 1.0] , if θn,e,d < 0.

c. Information availability parameter an,e : In real prediction markets, different traders
have access to different amounts of information related to events. Traders with
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access to a larger amount of information related to events are able to make informed
decisions about the price of the securities related to events. We have modeled
different levels of availability of information among the trading agents using an
information availability parameter an,e ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}. an,e = 1 indicates that agent
n has access to all available information about event e in the market, while an,e =
0.5 and an,e = 0 indicate limited and no access to information about event e
respectively. Although the availability of information to human traders follows a
more complex model, we have restricted the information availability parameter to
three discrete values to get easily analyzable results of the effect of information
availability on the trading agents, without loss of generality.

3.1.3 Agent Belief Revision based on new information
On each day in the prediction market, a trading agent has to make a decision about the
securities it wants to purchase, sell or hold. The belief value about the outcome of the
events related to the securities plays a pivotal role in making this decision. Therefore,
every agent has to update its belief values for each event it is interested in based on
the new information in the market related to those events. Because new information
about events can arrive into the market from various sources with different reliabilities,
an agent should adjust the impact of the information with the corresponding information reliability parameter. The reliability-weighted information impact parameter of an
event then increases the belief value about the outcome of that event if its positive,
and decreases the belief value if it is negative. Finally, to prevent rapid changes to the
belief value, belief updates should also include the current belief value of an event. The
belief update equation based on these factors that is used by a trading agent in our
prediction market is given by:
¯ · ln bn,e ) + (1 − rn,e,d ) · bn,e
bn,e ← rn,e,d · (bn,e − ζi,e

where ζ̄i,e =

P

i ζi,e

(2)

denotes the average value of the information impact parameter

for all information related to event e by agent n, and rn,e,d denotes the information
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reliability parameter agent n has for event e on day d. A sample surface plot that

Fig. 1 A variation of the new belief and the current belief with the information impact factor
(a), with the information reliability (b).

illustrates the relationship between the new belief value and the current belief value
and the information impact factor, ζ̄i,e in Equation 2 is given in the graph (a) of Figure
1 with rn,e = 0.5. As shown in the graph a positive (negative) value of the information
impact factor, increases (decreases) the new belief value from its previous value, while
a zero value of the information impact factor does not change the belief value. The
graph (b) in Figure 1 shows the relationship between the new belief value, the current
belief value, and the information reliability parameter with ζ̄i,e = 0.2. We can see
that the agent with higher information reliability accounts more for the information
impact, while the agent with smaller information reliability places more weight on its
past belief.

3.1.4 Utility Maximization and Optimum Trading Quantity Calculation
The main problem facing a trading agent in a prediction market is to determine what
quantities of each security to buy and sell on each day at the trading price of the
security so that it can maximize its own utility or monetary gain. To achieve this, a
trading agent dynamically incorporates new information about the event related to
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each security and dynamically obtains updates of the current market price of each
security to estimate the optimum quantity of the security it should buy or sell. When
the prediction market starts on day d0 , each trading agent n is provided with an initial
wealth of wn,d0 > 0. We consider each trading agent in our prediction market as a
utility maximizer that buys or sells securities to maximize its wealth on each day. The
instantaneous utility of agent n on day d − 1 is updated by the following equation:

ún,d =

X

X

sell
sell
qe,d
· πe,d
−

e∈E

buy
buy
qe,d
· πe,d

(3)

e∈E

sell
where, qe,d
is the number of securities related to an event e sold by agent n on day d,
buy
qe,d
is the number of securities related to an event e bought by agent n on day d, and
buy
sell
πe,d
and πe,d
are respectively the ask and bid price of the security for event e during

day d.
Equation 3 maintains the instantaneous utility of the agent n on day d depending
on the transactions it has made on that day, however it does not account for its risk
type. Previous research7,9 has shown that the correct behavior of prediction market
models can be obtained only if the risk-taking and risk-averse behaviors of the human
traders are considered while trading securities in prediction markets. Therefore, in our
prediction market we adopt a constant relative risk averse (CRRA) utility function
u
en,d for agent n with a relative risk aversion coefficient. CRRA utility functions have
been widely used to model risk behaviors. Relative risk aversion coefficient, θn , is used
to classify trading agent n’s risk levels as follows. If θn > 0, the agent n is risk-averse,
if θn = 0, the agent n is risk-neutral, and if θn < 0, the agent n is risk-seeking. The
trading agents’ risk coefficients are normally distributed in our simulations. Following
Gjerstad’s trading agent utility model7 , during each day a trading agent uses its instantaneous utility and its risk-taking coefficient to calculate its modified instantaneous
utility for that day, using Equation 4.

u
en,d (ún,d , θn ) =

 1−θn
 ún,d

, if θn 6= 1;

 ln(ú

, if θn = 1.

1−θn

n,d )

(4)
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The utility value for an agent can fluctuate considerably in successive days based
on its trading pattern, and the price of securities in the market. Large fluctuations
in the utility can in turn delay the convergence to equilibrium because it can cause
large fluctuations in the number of securities being bought or sold in the market. To
prevent these fluctuations we have used a daily weighted utility value for an agent’s
utility given by:
un,d (u
en,d ) =

d−H
X

δh · u
en,d ,

(5)

h=d

where δh is a discount factor that ensures that more recent utility levels have a greater
influence on the current weighted utility,

Pd−H
h=d

δh = 1, and H is the number of days

considered from the past.
The final objective of a rational trading agent is to maximize the utility it receives
from purchasing and selling securities in the prediction market. To achieve this objective, a trading agent has to calculate the optimum quantity of securities it should trade
so that the resulting utility is maximized. Let Qn,e,d denote the optimum quantity of
securities related to event e for trading agent n during day d. The trading agent’s decision is to choose quantity to buy or sell for each security, so that the expected utility
is maximized7 . We have used a similar model in our paper with the expected utility
given by Equation 6.

Ee (un,d (θn , Qn,e,d )) =
1
b
(u
+ Qn,e,d · (1 − πe,d ))1−θn +
1 − θn n,e,d n,d
(1 − bn,e,d )(un,d − Qn,e,d · πe,d )1−θn , if θn 6= 1
=

bn,e,d · ln(un,d + Qn,e,d · (1 − πe,d )) +
(1 − bn,e,d )ln(un,d − Qn,e,d · πe,d ), if θn = 1

(6)

where πe,d is the current market price of the security for an event e on day d.
The optimum quantity Qn,e,d is obtained by taking the first-order derivative of
the Equation 6, setting the resulting equation equal to 0, and solving it to obtain the
following solution:
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Qn,e,d (πe,d , bn,e,d , θn , un,d ) =
1

1

1

1

θn
((1 − πe,d ) θn bn,e,d
− (πe,d ) θn (1 − bn,e,d ) θn )un,d
1

1

1

1

(7)

θn
((1 − πe,d )(πe,d ) θn (1 − bn,e,d ) θn + πe,d (1 − πe,d ) θn bn,e,d
)

If Qn,e,d > qn,e,d , that is the quantity required to maximize utility on day d is more
than the number of securities of event e that agent n currently has on day d, the agent
places a buy order for purchasing Qn,e,d − qn,e,d additional units of the security of
event e. On the other hand, if Qn,e,d < qn,e,d , the agent places a sell order for selling
Qn,e,d −qn,e,d units of the security of event e. The agents set their prices corresponding
buy
to their current beliefs; that is, πn,e,d
= bn,e,d if the trader is purchasing securities of
sell
event e and πn,e,d
= bn,e,d if the trader is selling securities of event e during day d.

Figure 2 gives a flowchart of the algorithm used by a trading agent in our agentbased prediction market. Each trading agent n enters the prediction market with some
initial wealth, a belief about the outcome of each event that is initially drawn from a
Beta distribution, a risk coefficient, and, information reliability and information availability parameter values. First, the agent checks its information availability parameter
an,e and updates its beliefs about an event e (using Equation 2) with a probability
corresponding to the value of an,e . Throughout the day, the trading agent n checks
whether the market price for the security associated with an event e has been updated.
When the market price is changed, the trading agent updates its beliefs using Equation 1. At the end of each day, the trading agent n updates its utility using Equation 5
and calculates Qe,d , the number of units of security corresponding to event e it needs
to maximize its utility. Based on Qe,d value it then makes a decision to buy, sell, or
to hold a security associated with an event e and submits an order to the prediction
market. If the order is accepted, the trading agent n updates its weighted utility using
Equation 3. Finally, the trading agent’s information reliability parameter is updated
and the new day starts.
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Enter market with initial beliefs, wealth, risk coefficient, reliability
parameter, and information availability level values

0
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e

Yes
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Order
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Update instanteneous utility using equation (1)

Update reliability parameter.
d = d+1

Fig. 2 A flowchart showing the operation of the trading agents in the prediction market.

4 Empirical Evaluation

We have verified the performance of our prediction market through several simulations
while varying different market, event and agent related parameters. The first objective
of our simulations is to clarify that our prediction market behaves in a manner similar
to actual prediction markets with human traders. Secondly, we attempt to understand
the dynamic behavior of trading agents’ prices and utilities under different values of the
information related parameters. For most of our simulations, we used data sets from the
movie markets on IEM. A security in a movie market on IEM corresponds to a boolean
event - whether the box office collections of a certain Hollywood movie will reach a
predetermined dollar amount. The movie market securities are particularly suitable for
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Fig. 3 A snapshot of the transaction history of the M IN C180H security corresponding to
the Monsters Inc. movie obtained from the Iowa Electronic Marketplace.

our agent-based prediction market because like the events in our market, the events
corresponding to the different movies are not correlated with each other. The data set
available from the IEM movie market had information on 14 securities consisting of the
opening, average and closing prices of each security for each day of trading. A snapshot
of one of the securities from this market is shown in Figure 3. Out of the 14 securities,
4 were discarded because they either had very low trading activity, or, a new security
with a different outcome (usually a different dollar amount for box collections) related
to the same movie was introduced before the original security expired. Most of the
securities in the movie market expired after 30 days. One or more new securities were
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Parameter
d
N
E
H
pe
ρ
ζi,e
se
P oisson(λe )
rn,e
wn,d0
bn,e,d0
an,e
ϕn
θn
µn,d0

Value
2 sec
50, 100∗ , 300, 500, 1000
5, 10∗ , 15, 20, 25
10
U [0, 1]
1
1
, 60
]
U [ 30
U [−0.5, 0.5]
U [0, 1]
P oisson(λe = 3∗ , 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30)
[0, 1] depending on θn value
U [|E|, 2|E|]
Beta(1, 1), (2, 2)∗ , (7, 3), (3, 7)
0, 0.5, 1∗
0 or 1∗
U [−1.0, 1.0]
U (0, 1)

Table 2 Parameters used for simulation experiments. Default values are marked by asterisk.

Symbol of
the security

Movie Name

Payoff
condition
to get $1

Sun50L
Cat110L
Die120H
M IN C180H
SH90L
T T I20H

Tears of the Sun
Cat in the Hat
Die Another Day
Monsters Inc.
Sleepy Hollow
10 Things I Hate
About You
The Matrix
World is Not
Enough
Enemy of the
State
I Still Know
What You Did
Last Summer

50 ≥ BOR ≥ 40
BOR ≤ 110
BOR ≥ 120
BOR ≥ 180
90 ≥ BOR ≥ 70
BOR ≥ 20

M AT 45H
W IN E100H
EOS70H
ISK50L

45 ≥ BOR ≥ 35
BOR ≥ 100
70 ≥ BOR ≥ 35
BOR ≥ 50

Table 3 Description of the securities used as the data set in our simulations. BOR stands for
the box office receipts of the movie in millions of US Dollars.

introduced into the movie market at an average interval of 30 days. The data from
the movie market spans a period of 180 days. Each data set from IEM contains the
aggregate price for each security at the end of each day. However, the IEM data does
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not contain the individual bid and ask prices from each trader for each event during a
day. The aggregation function used to calculate the market price is also not available
in the public domain. In our simulations, we have used the daily closing prices from
the IEM data set to compensate for the unavailability of the market prices. At the
end of each day, trading agents are informed the closing price from the IEM data set.
Agents then revise their beliefs for each security using Equation 1, while assuming that
the closing price of the security is equal to the security’s market price. Table 3 gives
the description of the securities we have used in our simulations. In our agent-based
prediction market the values for market related parameters such as the duration of an
event e, τe , the arrival rate of the events, ρ, and the number of days over which the
market runs, D, were set to 30 or 60 days, once in 30 days, and 180 days respectively
corresponding to the values of these parameters observed in the movie market. Table
2 gives the list of parameters and their values we have used in our simulations.

4.1 Model Comparison
For our first set of experiments, we compare the performance of our multi-agent prediction market with the model proposed by Gjerstad7 . The data set for this experiment
was taken from the 2008 Democratic Presidential Nomination Market in IEM1 . There
are four securities in this market representing four different outcomes, i.e., Hillary
Clinton, John Edwards, Barack Obama, or another candidate winning the democratic
presidential nomination. This prediction market started with all four securities and
ran for 400 days, which was also the duration of all the four securities. Therefore, in
this prediction market we set the duration of an event e, τe , the arrival rate of the
events, ρ, and the number of days over which the market runs, D, to 400 days, 0, and
400 days respectively. Figure 4 shows the difference between the actual market price
and the predicted market price while using our agent-based prediction market (a) and
the prediction market based on the Gjerstad’s model (b) for the security corresponding to Obama winning the nomination. The error bars show the confidence intervals
over 10 runs. As shown in Figure 4, the difference between the predicted and actual

1

1

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.7

Predicted Price

Predicted Price
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Perfect Prediction

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

0.1
0

Perfect Prediction

0.7

0.1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Real Price

0.8

1

0

0

0.2

(a)

0.4

0.6

Real Price

0.8

1

(b)

Fig. 4 The comparison of the simulated market prices with real market prices in our agentbased prediction market (a) and the prediction market based on Gjerstad’s model (b). The
solid line represents perfect prediction of market prices by agents.

prices using our agent-based prediction market is significantly lower (8%) than that
reported in Gjerstad’s model (35%). The more accurate price prediction in our prediction market can be attributed to our belief update mechanism that considers two
additional parameters - the risk coefficient of each agent through the information reliability parameter rn,e , as well as the information impact parameter ζi,e , as compared to
Gjerstad’s model. These parameters incorporate the information flow across the agents
in the market as well as the effect of the information of the agents, and, therefore,
enable the agents to make a more informed decision about the belief related to the
event in the market.

4.2 Effect of Agent Related Parameters
Effect of information arrival rate. For our next set of experiments under this category, we analyze the effect of different information arrival rates on the belief values of
the agents. We consider three events, where each event has a different value of the rate
parameter λe of the Poisson distribution, that characterizes the rate at which information related to the event arrives. For a Poisson rate parameter λe , the rate at which
information arrives in the market is proportional to

1
λe .

A higher value of λe means

that information related to the event arrives at a slower rate to the market and viceversa. All other parameters related to the event and the agents are kept at their default
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poisson information arrival rate

Fig. 5 Effect of the different rates of information arrival on (a) the market price and (b) on
the utilities of the trading agents.

values. In prediction market agents’ beliefs about an event are expressed through the
aggregated market price of the event. We have therefore used the events’ market prices
to observe the effect of the information arrival rate on the agents’ beliefs. To determine
suitable values for the information arrival rate,

1
λe ,

we analyzed the instances at which

the price of the SH90L security in the movie market changed by more than 10%.
We observed that these price fluctuations happened at
intervals lying between a lower bound of 3 days, an upper bound of 15 days, and an average of 10 days. Based
on this observation, we used the minimum, maximum
and intermediate values of the information arrival rate
1
λe

at

1 1
15 , 3

and

1
10

respectively. We made successive

runs of our agent-based prediction market with the information arrival rate set to each of these values of

1
λe .

Figure 5(a) shows the variation of the market prices for

1
λe

Mean

Variance

Price

in Price

1
3

0.49

0.08

1
10

0.52

0.1

1
15

0.54

0.12

Fig. 6 Mean and variance
of the market prices under
different

1
λe

values.

the different values of information arrival rates over the
30-day duration of the SH90L security. In Figure 6 we
have extracted the means and the variances of the market prices corresponding to different values of the information arrival rate,

1
λe ,

from the results shown in Figure 5(a).

The correlation coefficient using Pearson correlation between the information arrival
rate

1
λe

and the variance of the market prices is −0.92. Based on the high negative
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correlation coefficient value, we can infer that lower values of information arrival rate
in prediction markets (or, in other words, higher value of λe ) slightly increases the
fluctuation of the security’s price and vice-versa. This also agrees intuitively with the
empirical evidence observed in real prediction markets - when information about an
event arrives less frequently, trading agents (and human traders) can get disoriented
about the outcome of the event, and this can lead to their erroneously predicting the
probability of the event’s outcome during its lifetime. This manifests itself in larger
fluctuations in the security’s price during the lifetime of the event. On the other hand,
more frequently available information keeps trading agents focused on the possible
outcome of the event and prevents large fluctuations in the market price.

Based on our analysis of the correlation between information arrival rates and fluctuation of market prices, it would make sense to test if different information arrival
rates also impact the utilities obtained by the traders in a prediction market. We used
the same experimental settings as in the previous experiment. However, the information arrival rate

1
λe

was varied between

1
2

and

1
30 .

The average utility of a trading

agent was calculated by averaging the utility over all agents and all days. Figure 5(b)
illustrates the relationship between the information arrival rate and the average utility
of a trading agent. The correlation coefficient between the information arrival rate and
the agents’ utility using Pearson’s correlation is obtained as −0.98. The proximity of
the coefficient’s absolute value to 1 implies that there is almost a linear relationship
between information arrival rate and utility. The negative value of the coefficient indicates that a trading agent’s utility decreases as information arrival rate increases and
vice-versa. The results from this experiment can be analyzed intuitively as well. With
higher information arrival rates, information about an event arrives more frequently
and results in more up-to-date belief values for the event’s security calculated using
Equation 2. More up-to-date belief values in turn result in a more accurate value of
Qn,e,d , the quantity of security that the agent should trade (calculated using Equations 6 and 7) and consequently gives a higher utility to the agent. In summary, this
set of experiments show that information arrival rates have a considerable impact on
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the belief and utilities of trading agents, and therefore, affect the overall dynamics of
a prediction market.
Effect of information impact. In a prediction market, the same information
about an event can cause different traders to behave differently based on the traders’
perceptions of the impact of that information. In our next set of experiments, we attempt to analyze the effect of different traders having different information impact
parameters on the belief values of agents in the market. Our definition of the dependency between agent belief values and the information impact parameters is given in
Equation 2, which is reproduced below:
¯ · ln bn,e,d−1 ) + (1 − rn,e,d ) · bn,e,d−1
bn,e,d = rn,e,d · (bn,e,d−1 − ζi,e

From this equation, we see that a positive(negative) value of the information impact
factor causes an increase(decrease) in the belief value of an agent for a security, while
a zero value of the impact factor does not change the belief value. This increases the
utility the agent receives and results in more buy(sell) orders from the agent (using
Equations 6 and 7) before the event expires. To verify the effect of different values
of the information impact factor, we consider the effect of a positive-only impact fac-

0.8
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0.5
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Fig. 7 A graph showing the effect of the information impact parameter on the market prices.
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tor (ζi,e ∈ U [0.1, 0.5]), a negative-only impact factor (ζi,e ∈ U [−0.5, −0.1]), and the
impact factor consisting of mixed positive and negative values (ζi,e ∈ U [−0.3, 0.3]).
In prediction markets, trading agents’ beliefs
about an event are expressed through the aggregated market price of the event. We have

Mean of ζi,e

Mean

Variance

distribution

Price

in Price

0.3

0.53

0.04

0

0.49

0.07

−0.3

0.45

0.05

therefore used the real closing prices of the
MAT45H security that has a duration of 25
days from the IEM movie data to analyze
the effect of information impact factor on the
agents’ beliefs. For this set of experiments, each

Fig. 8 Mean and variance of the market prices under different ζi,e values.

trading agent n is assumed to have fixed information reliability parameter rn,e = 0.5 about
each event e. All other parameters are retained at their default values shown in Table
2. In Figure 7, we report the results of the different values of the information impact
parameter on the aggregate market prices of the agents over the 25-day duration of the
security. Figure 8 shows the means and the variances of the market prices corresponding to different values of the information impact factor from the results shown in Figure
7. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the means of the information impact
factor values and the means of the market prices obtained under the corresponding
ζi,e values is 0.98. A positive value of the correlation coefficient close to 1 shows that
market prices are strongly correlated with the value of the information impact parameter. When the impact factor of the new information about an event has mixed positive
and negative values, then it does not have a significant impact on the market prices as
shown by the U [−0.3, 0.3] curve in Figure 7.

Effect of information reliability. Our objective for the next set of experiments
is to test if different information reliability levels have any effect on trading agents’
beliefs. A trading agent expresses its beliefs about the outcome of an event through
the ask and bid prices it sets. Therefore, we have one of these prices - the ask price to
illustrate the relationship between the information reliability parameter and the agents’
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Fig. 9 (a) Ask prices of the traders and (b) the utilities of the traders for different information
reliability levels.

beliefs. For this experiment we have used the closing prices from the MINC180H security that has a duration of 30 days in the IEM movie market. As mentioned in Section
3.1.1, we assume that an agent’s reliability for new information is directly correlated
to its risk coefficient. To model the effect of different risk behaviors of the trading
agents on the prediction market, we assume that one-third of the agent population
is risk-taking with rn,e ∈ U [0.5, 1.0], another one-third of the population is risk neutral with rn,e = 0.5, while the final one- third of the population is risk-averse with
rn,e ∈ U [0, 0.5]. The variation of the ask prices of securities for the different agent
populations and the aggregated market price is shown in Figure 9(a). We have also
shown the aggregated market price for the MINC180H security from the IEM movie
market, which does not incorporate the information reliability parameter in the trading
agents decision, to contrast the effect of adding the information reliability parameter.
We observe that higher values of the information reliability parameter result in lower ask prices, as summarized in Figure 10. The correlation coefficient using

rn,e

Mean

Variance

0.2

0.52

0.13

0.5

0.48

0.09

0.8

0.43

0.06

Pearson correlation between the mean value of the trading agents’ ask prices and the information reliability parameter is calculated to be −0.99. This implies a strong
negative association indicating that the trading agents
with a higher value of the information reliability param-

Fig. 10 Mean and variance
of the market prices under
different rn,e values.
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eter and a lower risk coefficient set lower prices for their
ask price. This is because in Equation 2, (belief update equation for agents) when an
agent uses a higher value for the information reliability parameter rn,e , its updated
belief value incorporates the information impact factor ζi, e with the previous belief
value. Since, the information impact factor also affects the aggregate price for the security in the market, considering this factor keeps the ask price of the agent closer to the
market aggregate. The bid prices (not shown here) also follow a similar pattern. Figure
9(b) shows the average utilities of the same trading agent population for the different
information reliability values. We observe that when the information is more reliable
(rn,e has a higher value closer to 1.0), the utility of the trading agents is higher. This
behavior can also be attributed to the fact that if the agent has a high value for its
reliability parameter, the agent’s belief function updates given in Equation 2 will include new information about an event through the information’s impact parameter(ζ).
These agents are able outperform by 30 − 45% the agents that rely mostly on the past
market buying prices for updating their belief value instead of using the information’s
reliability.

Effect of information availability. In this set of experiments we set out to test
if different information availability levels related to events have any effect on trading
agents’ beliefs and the agents’ utilities. We have once again used agents’ ask prices to
illustrate the relationship between the information availability and the agents’ beliefs
because agents express their beliefs by setting their bid and ask prices. By analyzing
ask prices, we can also see how different the information availability values lead to
different prices being set by agents, which in turn leads to different values in utility.
Different levels of availability of information among the trading agents can result in
different trading decisions made by the trading agents and therefore in different utility.
For example, a trading agent with all the information about an event available with
it, can benefit from that information by making more informed trading decisions and
get a higher utility. We have used the information availability parameter described in
Section 3.1.2, an,e = {0, 0.5, 1}, to denote different degrees of information penetration
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among the trading agents. We have again reported the results using the closing prices
and event’s duration from the MINC180H security of the IEM movie market. In our
simulations, one third of the trading agent population has no access to the information
about the event with an,e = 0, another third of the agent population has partial access
to the information with an,e = 0.5, while the final third of the population has full
access to the information with an,e = 1. The results of our simulations are shown in
Figure 11.
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Fig. 11 Effect of the different levels of information availability on (a) the trading agents’ ask
prices and (b) their utilities.

From these results, we calculated the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the
information availability parameter and the market price and found it to be −0.88.
This indicates that there is a strong negative association between the market price
and the information availability parameter. This implies that the trading agents with
more information (higher value of an,e ) about the event are able to set the lowest
ask prices for the event’s security and purchase the security. Figure 11(b) shows that
trading agents with full information availability are able to obtain higher utility than
other agents. This behavior can be attributed to the fact that if an,e = 1, the agent’s
belief function update using Equation 2 is always triggered to include new information
about the event e if available, as shown in the flowchart in Figure 2. This results in
more up-to-date values of beliefs (using Equation 2) and ensures more accurate value
of the quantity of security that the agent should trade (using Equations 6 and 7) and
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culminates in higher utility to the trading agent. On the other hand, if an,e = 0.5,
the agent’s belief function update using Equation 2 is triggered only 50% of the time,
resulting in less utility for agent n. When an,e = 0, the agent n’s belief function update
using Equation 2 is never triggered, resulting in the least utility for agent n. Our result
also agrees intuitively with the behavior of real traders in prediction markets - more
information about an event enables a trader to make a more informed decision and
thereby obtain higher utilities.
Effect of scalability. For our next set of experiments in this section, we have
tested the scalability of our multi-agent based prediction market with the number of
trading agents and the number of events. We have tested our prediction market with
different combinations of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 events, and, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000
trading agents in the market. Table 4 shows the average utility for a trader at the
end of 100 days. We observe that as the number of events in the market increases, the
Traders→/
Events↓
5
10
15
20
25
Avg. over no. of events

50

100

300

500

1000

1480.5
1560.0
175716
1791.1
1843.3
1631.5

1191.9
1265.0
1456.8
1545.5
1643.2
1406.7

1071.0
1187.5
1299.2
1424.5
1534.5
1295.0

1003.6
1089.6
1174.6
1287.5
1393.8
1153.9

893.5
965.2
1006.5
1104.4
1275.2
970.9

Avg. over
no. of agents

1059.1
1183.6
1306.3
1397.8
1511.2

Table 4 Utilities of one trader from the simulations with different number of traders and
events.

traders’ utilities increase by 30% because they are able to trade in more securities. In
a similar manner, when the number of trading agents in the market increases but the
number of events is fixed, the average utility of a trader decreases by 40% because of
the increased competition between traders in the market. In summary, as the prediction
market becomes more populated in the number of events and the number of agents,
the utilities of the trading agents increase correspondingly.
Agent Strategy Comparison. For our final set of experiments, we have compared the utility maximizing trading agents described in Section 3.1.1 with zero-
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Fig. 12 The comparison of the utility maximizing and the zero-intelligent agent’s (a) ask
prices and (b) utilities.

intelligence(ZI) trading agents18 . To the best of our knowledge, ZI agents are the only
strategic agents that have been simulated for continuous double auction-based prediction markets. Both our utility maximizing agents and the ZI agents draw the belief
about the outcome of an event e on day d from the same distribution bn,e,d that is
specified by a Beta distribution. However, ZI agents differ from our utility maximizing
agents in two ways. First, instead of using utility maximization criterion in Section
3.1.4 (given in Equations 6 and 7) to determine the price and quantity of securities for
trading, they decide to buy or sell the securities with equal probability. Consequently,
ZI agents set a bid price at U [0, bn,e,d ] or an ask price at U [bn,e,d , 1] for the event e’s
security on day d. Secondly, unlike our utility maximizing agents, ZI agents do not
observe market prices, do not maintain a history of past trades, and do not react to
any information about the event available in the market.
For this set of simulations, we have used the 2008 presidential winner-takes-all
market data from IEM - the DEM 08 W T A security that pays $1 if the Democratic
Party nominee receives the majority of popular votes cast for the two major parties in
the 2008 U.S. Presidential election, $0 otherwise. We analyzed the price data for the
DEM 08 W T A security manually and calculated the information arrival rate and the
impact factor of the new information that was consistent with the price data of this
security. Figure 12 shows the comparison of the ask prices and utilities between one
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Sun50L
Cat110L
Die120H
M IN C180H
SH90H
T T I20H
M AT 45H
W IN E100H
EOS100H
ISK50L

Our
ZI
Our
ZI
Our
ZI
Our
ZI
Our
ZI
Our
ZI
Our
ZI
Our
ZI
Our
ZI
Our
ZI

Total Utility

Aggregate Price Variance
0.79
0.015
0.82
0.03
0.53
0.013
0.57
0.041
0.89
0.018
0.81
0.035
0.71
0.009
0.77
0.047
0.39
0.012
0.51
0.039
0.94
0.019
0.89
0.04
0.90
0.016
0.85
0.036
0.73
0.013
0.79
0.043
0.71
0.014
0.74
0.037
0.73
0.015
0.78
0.042
Total Utility
Our
1407.85
ZI
600.45

Table 5 Comparison of ZI agent with utility maximizing agent showing the aggregate prices
and utilities obtained by these two agents for different securities in the IEM over a period of
100 days.

utility maximizing agent and one ZI agent. In Figure 12 (a) we observe that the variance
of the ask prices determined by the utility maximizing agent is 0.01 and the variance
of the ask prices set by the ZI agents is 0.08. The lower variance of the ask prices for
our agents can be attributed to the fact that the updated belief values for a ZI agent
are drawn from a uniform distribution that does not consider any available information
about the events in the market or information from their past orders. In contrast, our
utility maximizing agent is able to avoid large price fluctuations by using the available
market information in the form of past prices, its own risk-taking behavior, and the
information impact factor of an event, while setting its price. Therefore, the utility
maximizing agent is able to set better predicted prices and obtain a higher utility than
the ZI agent by an average of 58.5%. Table 5 displays the aggregate prices of different
securities over 100 days obtained with the two agent strategies, the variance of those
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prices, and the total utilities obtained by the utility maximizing agent and the ZI agent,
for the 10 movie securities described in Table 3. Once again, we observe that the utility
maximizing agents outperform the ZI agents for each security.

5 Discussion
The idea of using prediction markets as a form of collective intelligence has been gaining both research and commercial interest over the last few years. Over the last decade,
prediction markets have matured from social research tools to commercially used predictors of event outcomes. Therefore, it is important to be able to analyze the dynamic
behavior of prediction markets using realistic models of market and trader behavior. As
illustrated by the experiments related to the price dynamics reported in Figures 4, 7(a)
and 11(a) the prices in our agent-based prediction market are within 0.005 − 0.35% of
the actual prices in the IEM prediction market for the same set of events in both markets. This shows that the behavior and dynamics of our agent-based prediction market
closely resembles those of a real prediction market. Our simulation results have quantified the effect of information on the price dynamics and utilities of trading agents in
a prediction market. suggest that the higher values of information arrival rates prevent
large fluctuations in the market price as the trading agents receive new information
about the event more frequently. This is also consistent with the observations in real
prediction markets, the more information there is about an event in the market. The
information impact parameter indicates the positivity, negativity or neutrality of the
information about an event. Our results show that the positive impact factor of the
new information about an event leads to increased market price and vice versa, provided that the information reliability parameter is constant. This is also intuitive from
the real prediction markets - bad (negative) news related to an event causes the probability of an event happening to decrease while positive news about an event leads
to an increase of the probability of an event’s occurrence. From our simulations we
observed that the trading agents with a higher value of the information reliability are
able to obtain higher utilities. This allows us to conclude that a higher reliance of the
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trading agents on the information in the market allows them to get more news about
the event and make more informed decisions. We also observed that the trading agents
with more information (higher value of information availability parameter) about the
event are able to obtain higher utilities. This result suggests that the trading agents
that have access to more information are able to use the available information to obtain
higher utilities. This also consistent with the behavior of human traders in real prediction markets, where well-informed traders are able to make better decisions. Finally,
we compared the performance of the utility maximizing agents used in our prediction
market with ZI agents. Our simulation results showed that an utility maximizing agent
is able to set better prices and obtain a higher utilities compared to a ZI agent. We inferred that this is due to the utility maximizing agent using and dynamically updating
the information about events available in the market, while ZI agents do not use any
such information. Overall, our results suggest that different aspects of the information
about events in a prediction market have a significant impact of the prices, utilities and
probabilities of the events in the market. These results can be used to obtain a better
understanding of traders’ behavior in a prediction market in response to information
about events.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have described an multi-agent based prediction market and used
it to analyze the behavior of the trading agents in response to various information
related parameters in the market. In the future, we plan to investigate the effect of
the different utility maximization pricing strategies employed by the trading agents
on the prediction market prices and on the utilities of the traders. This will allow
us to study, test and compare the behavior of the trading agents in a competitive
environment. Prediction markets allow one event’s outcome to be contingent on another
event’s occurrence. Prediction markets can also be used to discover the existence of
correlation between different events. In the future, we are also interested in introducing
and investigating correlations between events in a prediction market. Finally, we are
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interested in exploring another important direction in prediction markets - different
revelation mechanisms and how to encourage truthful revelations by the trading agents.
We envisage that using multi-agent systems to implement and understand the behavior
of prediction markets along the directions outlined in this paper will lead to a better
understanding and help to solve the issues and challenges related to prediction markets
and distributed information aggregation.
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